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An increase in the intensity of energetic particles associated with the passage of
an interplanetary shock has long been referred to as an ‘energetic storm particle
(ESP) event’.  Such increases have been observed since the 1960’s and the
particles were generally thought to be either locally accelerated or trapped in the
vicinity of the shock and transported with it.  This general overview will describe
the initial observations and theories of ESP events as well as the measurements
that have led to our current understanding of the creation of these events.  The
relevance of ESP events to space weather as well as furthering our understanding
of particle acceleration by shocks is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Energetic storm particle (ESP) events have been studied
for over 30 years.  This overview attempts to describe the
general evolution of the observations and theories of ESP
events from their first detection to our current
understanding.  Naturally, such an overview is not
exhaustive and cannot present all the relevant
measurements or past theories.  However, hopefully, it
provides a useful context and background for the current
studies, relevance, and conventional wisdom of ESP events.

1.1. Early Observations

Increases in energetic particle intensities near the vicinity
of a shock were first reported by Bryant et al. [1962].
Observations on 30 September 1961 from the cosmic ray
instrument onboard Explorer 12 showed substantial
increases in the 2-15 MeV proton intensities just after the
sudden commencement of a geomagnetic storm.  It was this
association with a geomagnetic storm and the
corresponding Forbush decrease that led Byant et al. to dub
the ions ‘energetic storm particles’ (ESPs).  The authors
found the ESPs to have a softer spectrum than solar
energetic particles (SEPs) and made the suggestion that
they were solar protons trapped in a magnetic cloud region.

Several years later, Rao et al. [1967] reported on a survey
of ESP events using cosmic ray detectors on the Pioneer 6
and 7 spacecraft.  They found a one-to-one correspondence
between the ESP events and Forbush decreases, as well as
measurable anisotropies, which were not bi-directional,
throughout the events.  The authors argued against the
ESPs being trapped in a magnetic cloud, primarily on the
basis of the lack of bi-directional anisotropies, and
suggested that interplanetary acceleration by the shock
associated with the Forbush decrease was the cause of the
enhanced intensities.



Kahler [1969] disagreed after performing his own survey
of ESP events associated with magnetic sudden
commencements using data from Explorers 12, 33, 34, and
35, Mariner 4, OGOs 1 and 3, Pioneer 6, and IMPs 3 and 4.
The author argued that the association of ESP events with
SEP events suggested that both particle populations were
generated at the Sun (n.b. this was during the time when
SEP events were thought to originate solely from solar
flares).  Previously Lin et al. [1968] had suggested that SEP
events were comprised of 3 components: the diffusive
component which could populate a wide range of magnetic
field lines as it moved through the interplanetary medium,
followed by the core and halo components which were
emitted over a narrow range of longitudes (the halo being
made of higher energy particles and thus having a larger
spatial extent than the core).  Kahler argued that  the latter
two components were always accompanied by an
interplanetary plasma cloud.  Such a cloud could drag
magnetic field lines outward, distorting them such that
appropriately positioned spacecraft would intercept the
field lines populated with halo protons and subsequently
observe and increase in particle intensity, i.e., an ESP
event.

1.2. Early Theories

By the early 1970’s the dominant theories suggested ESP
events were a result of 1) acceleration by bouncing between
the Earth’s bow shock and a traveling interplanetary shock
[Axford and Reid, 1963], 2) diffusive shock acceleration at
quasi-parallel interplanetary shocks [e.g., Jokipii, 1966;
Scholer and Morfill 1975], 3) shock drift acceleration at
quasi-perpendicular interplanetary shocks [e.g., Hudson,
1965], 4) sweeping by traveling magnetic structures
[Palmer, 1972], or 5) trapping behind a moving
interplanetary shock.  Idea 1 was rejected when
observations indicated that the distance between the bow
shock and the position of the spacecraft during some ESP
events was approximately an order of magnitude larger
than the gyroradius of a typical ESP and not connected
along nominal magnetic field lines indicating that particles
were unlikely to be efficiently bouncing back and forth and
gaining significant energy [Rao et al., 1967].  The theory of
magnetic sweeping (item 4, above) was discounted when
observations indicated that the increase in particle intensity
often occurred behind the shock and not exclusively ahead
of the shock as would be expected by the theory [Sarris and
van Allen 1974].  Further, simulations were able to produce
only ESP events significantly smaller than typically
observed and even then required large diffusion
coefficients and a totally reflecting shock, aspects not
typical in interplanetary space [Palmer, 1972; Rao et al
1967].  Theory 5, trapping behind the shock, was not
significantly pursued as an option as scientists focused
heavily on shock-related acceleration (ideas 2 and 3,
above).  It was, however, preferred by Simnett and Holt



[1970] as the explanation for an event observed by several
spacecraft at different radial and longitudinal locations.

2. CATEGORIZATION

Sarris and van Allen [1974] proposed a two category
system for ESP events based on the observed particle
intensities:  Spike events and classic ESP events.  The
characteristics are given in Table 1.  The primary
observational difference was the size of the event and the
theoretical distinction was believed to be the acceleration
mechanism.  In general, this categorization is still used
today, however the more detailed measurements available
from instruments such as the Electron Proton Alpha
Monitor (EPAM) on the ACE spacecraft have lead to the
defining of three additional categories to describe more
complicated events [e.g., see Lario et al.2003 and Ho et al.
2005].  Figures 1 and 2 show examples of spike and classic
ESP events (as identified by Ho et al. [2005]) using EPAM
ion data.

2.1. Spike Events

Spike events are short in duration (5-10 minutes) and
arrive within minutes of the shock.  Observed increases in
proton intensities rarely exceed 5 MeV.  All of these
characteristics are apparent in the event shown in Figure 1.
It was proposed by Sarris and van Allen that these events
are a result of shock drift acceleration at quasi
perpendicular shocks.

The authors argued that the short duration of these events
is chiefly a consequence of the difficulty in maintaining a
perpendicular (or quasi-perpendicular) shock for extended
periods of time.  As effective acceleration is likely to occur
only over a small angular regime (80-90 degrees), magnetic
field fluctuations easily cause the shock orientation to move
out of that range.

The limited time that a shock remains perpendicular also
affects the typical maximum energy to which the particles
are accelerated.  High energy ions require longer times for
acceleration and it was suggested that the orientation of a
shock will typically be stable only long enough to produce
particles with maximum energies around a few MeV.

These suggestions were supported by a series of spike
events observed on 20 February 1968.  Four distinct
increases in the proton intensity were observed over the
course of 3 hours.  It was noticed that each event occurred
when the orientation of the magnetic field was roughly 80-
90 degrees [see Figure 7 of Sarris and van Allen, 1974]
with no increases observed when the field angle was
smaller.  Although only the first spike event was associated
with a shock passage, the authors suggested that the
subsequent events were ‘remnants’ of previous occasions
when the shock was perpendicularly oriented.  As these
remnants diffused away from the shock they decreased in
magnitude but remained large enough to be observed.



2.2. Classic ESP Events

The durations of classic ESP (or simply ESP) events are
typically longer than those of spike events according to
Sarris and van Allen.  ESP events can last for several hours
and might arrive ahead or behind the shock.  The maximum
energy at which proton increases are observed is higher
than for spike events, extending to ~20 MeV.  These
characteristics can be seen in the event in Figure 2.  In
contrast to the spike event in Figure 1, the lowest energy
ion intensities do not peak at the shock passage but slightly
afterwards.  The >1 MeV ion intensities for this classic
event show a strong ESP increase while the spike event is
barely evident at these energies in Figure 1.  It should be
noted that the maximum energy to which particles are
being locally accelerated in an ESP event is still a topic of
some discussion.  Lario and Decker [2002] have presented
evidence suggesting the large ESP event of 20 October
1989 (where increases were seen at energies >500 MeV)
was not the result of local shock acceleration (as presumed
by Reames [1999b] and others) but was rather an earlier
accelerated population trapped by a magnetic structure
ahead of the shock and traveling with it.  Regardless, the
suggested source of the classic ESP events is diffusive
shock acceleration at oblique or quasi-parallel shocks.  As
these events are generally bigger (in duration, energy
extent, and intensity) there are more studies of classic ESP
events, particularly in terms of composition and spectra.

The first study of heavy ion composition in such events
was by Klecker et al. [1981] involving measurements of
He, C, O, and Fe.  The composition data were obtained
using the Ultra-Low-Energy-Wide-Angle-Telescope
(ULEWAT) and the Ultra-Low-Energy-Charge-Analyzer
(ULECA) on the ISEE-3 spacecraft.  Additionally, charge
state measurements were available from the Ultra-Low-
Energy-Z-E-Q-Analyzer (ULEZEQ) on the same
spacecraft.  The authors found that during the ESP event on
28-29 September 1978 the heavy ion spectra steepened by
an amount that depended on the particle’s mass/charge
(A/Q) ratio.  This resulted in Fe/He and Fe/O abundance
ratios that decreased during the event when measured at a
constant energy/nucleon value.  Klecker et al. suggested
that the A/Q effects were a result of diffusive shock
acceleration involving rigidity-dependent mean-free path
lengths.

More recent work on heavy ion composition in classic
ESP events was reported by Desai et al. [2003].  This
survey of 56 interplanetary shocks and the associated
energetic particle increases revealed 25 cases of substantial
amounts of 3He being accelerated.  The 3He/4He ratios
varied between factors of 3 and 600 over the solar wind
value.  This, along with the overall heavy ion composition
in these events, suggested that the solar wind was unlikely
to be the sole seed population for these accelerated ions.
The authors suggested the results could be best understood



as the result of a A/Q-dependent acceleration of a seed
population that itself was composed of multiple sources,
including remnant flare material enriched in 3He.

2.3. Anisotropy

Measurements of the anisotropy of 35-1600 keV proton
increases during shock passages helped to seal the
associations between spike events and shock drift
acceleration and between ESP events and diffusive shock
acceleration.  Presenting two examples from a survey of
~40 events, Wenzel et al. [1985] illustrated how the
anisotropies downstream of a classic ESP event and a spike
event differed substantially in the manner predicted by
diffusive shock acceleration and shock drift acceleration
respectively.

Proton data from the low-energy proton experiment on
ISEE-3 revealed isotropic distributions for several hours
during a large particle intensity increase associated with the
passing of a shock on 5 April 1979.  In contrast, data
obtained during a short-duration spike coincident with a
shock passage on 9 March 1979 showed pitch-angle
distributions that were peaked at 90 degrees from the
magnetic field direction immediately downstream of the
shock.  The plasma and magnetic field measurements from
instruments on ISEE 3 indicated that the shock on 5 April
1979 was quasi-parallel with significant upstream wave
activity, while the shock on 9 March 1979 was quasi-
perpendicular and had no wave activity upstream.

The particle, plasma, and field observations during the
April event are consistent with the diffusive shock
acceleration theory of Lee [1983].  His theory predicts
upstream wave activity, downstream particle isotropy, and
softening of the spectra as the shock approaches; all
signatures seen in the ISEE 3 data from the April event but
not in the March event.  Analysis of acceleration by quasi-
perpendicular shocks by Decker [1983] resulted in particle
anisotropies and intensity increases that matched those
observed in the 9 March 1979 event indicating this event
was likely the result of shock-drift acceleration.

In the larger survey of ~40 shock passages (examined
regardless of the presence of an associated particle
increase), it was found that the particle anisotropy
downstream increased (as well as the occurrence of 90
degree peaked distributions) as the angle between the shock
and the magnetic field, θBn, increased [Sanderson et al.,
1983].  It was thus concluded that quasi-perpendicular
shocks (θBn > ~60°) were a sign of shock-drift acceleration
and quasi-parallel shocks (θBn < ~50°) indicated diffusive
shock acceleration.  The authors observed more quasi-
perpendicular shocks than quasi-parallel ones, but found
the larger particle increases were associated with quasi-
parallel shocks.  This was consistent with the observations
of van Nes et al. [1984] for shocks with 30° < θBn < 60°
and suggested that diffusive shock acceleration was more



efficient at accelerating 35-56 keV protons than shock-drift
acceleration.

3. CURRENT UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICATION

3.1. Cause of ESP Events

In 1995, Cane [1995] suggested that SEP and classic ESP
events were basically the same things - enhanced particle
intensities as the result of shock acceleration.  As a shock
moves from near the Sun toward 1 AU, it may accelerate
particles along the way, some of which will escape
upstream of the shock to be observed by spacecraft as an
SEP event.  If a spacecraft is located such that it intercepts
a passing shock and the shock is strong enough to still be
accelerating particles, an ESP event will be observed.

Using data from the Helios 1 and 2 and IMP-8
spacecraft, Cane was able to examine how the particle
intensity time profiles in a given event differed when
observed at different longitudes.  Cases where the nose of
the shock (the strongest part of the shock) passed over the
spacecraft were most likely to involve an ESP event.  It was
also found that SEP events with an eastern origin (relative
to the spacecraft) had typical time profiles:  a gradual rise
peaking at or after the passage of a shock (when one was
observed).  Western events also had a common profile that
differed from eastern events:  a fast rise in the particle
intensities followed by an exponential decay.  Thus, the
observed evolution of the particle intensities (and the
presence/absence of ESP events) depended on the
properties of the shock (strength/speed), the spacecraft’s
magnetic connection to the shock, and how both of these
aspects evolved as the shock moved outwards from the
Sun.

This view was further supported by Kallenrode [1996] in
a survey of 351 interplanetary shocks observed by the two
Helios spacecraft and the associated increases in the 5 MeV
proton intensities.  Kallenrode attempted to distinguish
between particle intensity increases resulting from
acceleration close to the Sun (and then propagating to the
spacecraft) and those resulting from shock acceleration at
or near the spacecraft.  In cases where an ESP event was
observed, this distinction was relatively straightforward.  In
other events where the increase was moderate, gradual, and
not well peaked at the shock passage the distinction was
more subjective.  The local or interplanetary component of
the events (i.e., typically the ESP event) was found to be
larger, both absolutely and relative to the solar component,
for observers closer to the flare normal, i.e., the nose of the
shock.  The size of the ESP event diminished when
observed along the flanks of the shock.

The acceptance of a common acceleration mechanism for
ESP and SEP events has sparked interest in ESP events as a
potential way of understanding puzzling observations of
SEP events.  Contrary to expectations, initial results from
Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS) on the ACE spacecraft



found large SEP events with compositional signatures
expected only in small, flare-related SEP events [Cohen et
al., 1999]; specifically, large enhancements of heavy ions
(e.g., Fe/O) above 10 MeV/nucleon.  Further measurements
by instruments on ACE and Wind have confirmed these
observations and there have been several attempts to find
possible explanations [e.g., see Mason et al., 1999; Tylka et
al., 2001; Mewaldt et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2003; Cane et
al., 2003; Tylka et al., 2005].

One suggested scenario involves the orientation of the
shock as it accelerates particles near the Sun [Tylka et al.,
2005].  This idea proposes that perpendicular shocks are
more likely to produce enrichments of heavy ions than
parallel shocks due to the higher injection energy required.
This causes the accelerated ions to be drawn primarily from
the suprathermal population, where presumably there is a
larger contribution from flare SEP remnants, at
perpendicular shocks.  Since it is currently not possible to
obtain the required measurements (near the Sun) to confirm
or disprove this hypothesis, studying ESP events, where the
shock orientation and particle composition can both be
directly measured, may prove useful.

According to Tylka et al’s idea, one might expect to see
enhancements in heavy ions in spike events where shock
acceleration at quasi-perpendicular shocks is occurring.  On
23 May 2002 SIS observed roughly order of magnitude
increases in heavy ion intensities (He-Fe) around 14
MeV/nucleon (Figure 3) in association with a shock
passage at 10:15 UT. Fits to the data from the
magnetometer (MAG) and solar wind plasma (SWEPAM)
instruments on ACE indicate the shock θBn was 84°
(http://www-ssg.sr.unh.edu/mag/ace/ACElists/
obs_list.htm).  Although abundance ratios for N/O and
Mg/O did not change significantly, the Fe/O ratio
decreased by a factor of ~5 during the event (Figure 4) in
contrast to expectations.  However, it is hard to classify this
event as a spike event in that the duration was atypically
long (~2 hours) and it extended to unusually high energies.
Additionally, other events with increased Fe/O ratios at
quasi-perpendicular shocks have been observed [e.g., see
Figure 4 of Tylka et al. 2005] and low Fe/O ratios have
been observed for shocks with a large range of  θBn values
(including quasi-perpendicular).  Clearly more study is
warranted.

3.2. Space Weather

With the continual presence of humans in space and
more sensitive scientific equipment being stationed there,
temporal changes in the radiation environment (especially
near Earth) is currently a strong concern.  While it has been
established that proton intensities in SEP events are
generally governed by streaming limits [Reames and Ng,
1998], which can be theoretically calculated and predicted,
these limits do not apply to ESP events.  Large ESP events
can result in dramatic, short-term increases in the particle



intensities by more than an order of magnitude (particularly
at lower energies, see Figure 5 or Figure 1 from Cohen et
al. [2001]) creating a potentially unexpected, significant
radiation hazard (see also, Reames [1999b]).
Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict the size of an ESP
event from the associated shock parameters.  In fact, in a
survey of 168 shock passages Lario et al. [2003] found that
many shocks (65 or 113 out of 168 shocks for ions at 47-68
keV or 1.9-4.8 MeV, respectively) were not accompanied
by an ESP event.  Kallenrode [1996] also found that for a
given shock speed, the corresponding particle increase at 5
MeV varied by up to 6 orders of magnitude.  Similarly, van
Nes [1984] found a ~2-3 order of magnitude spread in 35
keV proton intensities for a given shock strength.

Even the spectral characteristics of ESP events are not
easily predicted from shock parameters.  Although
diffusive shock acceleration models, such as that of Lee
[1983], suggest that the spectral index of the accelerated
ion population should be a simple function of the shock
compression ratio, this is not seen in the observations.
Desai et al. [2004] found the spectral index of oxygen in
ESP events was not well correlated with the measured
shock compression ratio.  Thus predicting the size of an
ESP event and the maximum energy to which it will be
seen is unreliable when based on measured shock
properties.  Further, the shock properties themselves are not
currently well predicted.

A less desirable, but more obtainable, alternative to
forecasting ESP events is nowcasting.  This involves
reporting in situ measurements of shocks and ESP events in
real time from spacecraft far enough upstream of the Earth
to provide some degree of warning.  The ACE spacecraft is
currently orbiting the L1 Lagrangian point and can provide
30-60 minutes of warning for near-Earth operations (e.g.,
space shuttle flights, Earth orbiting satellites).  This is
illustrated in Figure 5 where an ESP event is seen first by
SIS on ACE and then subsequently by the energetic particle
detector on the GOES-8 spacecraft orbiting Earth.  The
similarity of the intensity time profiles is remarkable and
leaves little doubt that the two spacecraft were observing
the same shock, which was probably still accelerating
particles.  Comparison of the time profiles indicates ACE
observed the shock and related ESP event ~45 minutes
before GOES.  Other examples are presented and discussed
in Cohen et al. [2001].

Work is currently in progress to develop an automated
shock identification routine using the real-time magnetic
field and solar wind data from the MAG and SWEPAM
instruments, respectively, on ACE.  These data will be
combined with real-time proton data from 50 to 5000 keV,
and at 10 and 30 MeV from the EPAM and SIS
instruments, respectively, in order to assess the presence
and strength of ESP events at ACE.  The ACE real-time
data are typically available within 5 minutes of acquisition,
thus a quick automated evaluation of ESP events could
provide warnings of incoming particle-accelerating shocks



30-60 minutes before they reach sensitive
equipment/personnel.  This could be enough time to place
sensors into protected configurations, cancel or end extra-
vehicular activities of astronauts, and re-evaluate launch
conditions for rockets/shuttles.

The real-time EPAM proton intensities are also currently
being used to predict shock arrival times [Vandegriff et al.
2005].  As these ions escape from the shock region, they
are detected upstream and form a ‘ramp’ towards the shock
passage, which is evaluated by a neural network.  The
results provide a 24 hour advance prediction of the shock
arrival time with an uncertainty of 8.9 hours, which is
reduced to 4.6 hours for a 12 hour advance prediction.
Similar work done by Posner et al. [2004], using
Wind/STICS suprathermal ion measurements, indicated 5-
72 hours of advanced warning was possible.  Although
these techniques do not evaluate the size of the ESP event
or its potential hazard they do provide longer advanced
warning of incoming strong shocks than nowcasting efforts.

4. SUMMARY

Over the course of >30 years the causes of shock-
associated particle increases, called energetic storm particle
events, have been debated and data examined until the
scientific community formed a general consensus.  The
larger, classical ESP events are a result of diffusive shock
acceleration occurring as a shock passes the spacecraft;
generally the same process that creates most large SEP
events.  The locally-accelerated particle population is
usually isotropic and reflects a rigidity-dependent process
acting on the upstream suprathermal seed population.
Spike events are the short-lived results of shock drift
acceleration at quasi-perpendicular shocks.  These events
exhibit strong anisotropies and are typically a low-energy
phenomena.

The importance of understanding the causes and
characteristics of ESP events is both fundamental and
practical.  Studying ESP events is currently the most useful
way to examine interplanetary shock acceleration in
general as the parameters of the shock can be measured
directly, something currently not possible for SEP
acceleration close to the Sun (where most >10
MeV/nucleon ions are accelerated).  In a practical sense,
ESP events can be a direct radiation hazard for space-based
assets.  Understanding their creation is key to predicting
them, something not presently possible but highly
desirable.

The statement by Gombosi et al. [1979] is unfortunately
still applicable over 25 years later:  ‘Further progress in
deeper understanding on interplanetary shock associated
energetic particle events may heavily depend on new
simultaneous, spatially separated spacecraft observations
with comprehensive, high-resolution instrumentation and



data analysis.’  Hopefully, new results from the STEREO
mission in 2006 will fit the bill.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Example of a spike ESP event (2002 day 149), showing
ion intensities from the EPAM LEMS120 telescope as a function
of time from the shock passage (at 15:04 UT as identified by the
MAG and SWEPAM instruments).  Energy ranges for each trace
are given to the right of the figure.

Figure 2. Example of a classic ESP event (2002 day 238),
showing ion intensities from the EPAM LEMS120 telescope as a
function of time from the shock passage (at 06:21 UT as identified
by the MAG and SWEPAM instruments).  Energy ranges for each
trace are given to the right of the figure.

Figure 3. Heavy ion intensities (at 14 MeV/nucleon) from the SIS
instrument as a function of time showing an ESP event.  The time
of shock passage is indicated by the ‘S’ and line at the center of
the plot (courtesy of T.T. von Rosenvinge).

Figure 4. Elemental ratios at 14 MeV/nucleon as a function of
time derived from the intensities shown in the previous figure,
normalized by values of Reames [1999a].  The time of shock
passage is indicated by the ‘S’ and line at the center of the plot
(courtesy of T.T. von Rosenvinge)

Figure 5. Integral intensities of >10 MeV protons from SIS/ACE
and GOES-8 for an energetic storm particle event.
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Figure 5. Integral intensities of >10 MeV protons from SIS/ACE and GOES-8 for an energetic storm particle event.

ESP MEASUREMENTS OVERVIEW

CHRISTINA M. S. COHEN

Table 1:  Proton Characteristics of Spike and Classic ESP
Events (adapted from Sarris and van Allen [1974])

Characteristic Spike Event Classic Event
Duration 5-20 minutes Several hours

Arrival Within 5-10
minutes of shock

Ahead or
behind shock

Maximum
Energy ~5 MeV ~20 MeV

Acceleration
Mechanism Shock Drift Diffusive Shock

Shock
orientation

Quasi
perpendicular

Quasi parallel
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